Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are a heterogeneous population of immature myeloid cells that accumulate during pathologic conditions, such as cancer. Patients diagnosed with advanced metastatic cancers have an average survival of 12-24 mo, a survival time that hasn't changed significantly in the past 30 yr. Despite some encouraging improvements in response rates and overall survival in patients receiving immunotherapies, such as immune checkpoint inhibitors, most patients will ultimately progress. MDSCs contribute to immunotherapeutic resistance by actively inhibiting antitumor T cell proliferation and cytotoxic activity as well as by promoting expansion of protumorigenic T regulatory cells, thereby, dampening the host immune responses against the tumor. In addition, MDSCs promote angiogenesis, tumor invasion, and metastasis. Thus, MDSCs are potential therapeutic targets in cases of multiple cancers. This review focuses on the phenotypic and functional characteristics of MDSCs and provides an overview of the mono-and combinatorial-therapeutic strategies that target MDSCs with an objective of enhancing the efficacy of cancer immunotherapies.
Introduction
Immunotherapy-based treatment strategies continue to transform cancer therapy and patient outcomes. The successes are based on recent scientific advances demonstrating the tolerogenic nature of cancer and the fundamental role of the tumor immune microenvironment in suppressing antitumor immunity. ICIs, such as IPI (anti-CTLA-4; Bristol-Myers Squibb, New York, NY, USA), pembrolizumab (anti-PD-1; Merck & Co., Kenilworth, NJ, USA), and nivolumab (anti-PD-1; Bristol-Myers Squibb), have emerged as powerful therapeutic strategies for multiple types of cancers, including metastatic melanoma, lung cancer, head and neck cancer, bladder cancer, Hodgkin lymphoma, and renal cell carcinoma [1] [2] [3] . These drugs "release the brakes" on the immune system and enable activation of immunity against cancer and improvements in patient survival [4, 5] . Despite encouraging objective response rates in patients receiving these immunostimulatory agents, therapeutic resistance continues to occur in most treated patients, and most patients ultimately progress [1, 2] . As such, there is an unmet clinical need to identify resistance mechanisms associated with these immunotherapies. MDSCs are potently immunosuppressive myeloid cells that accumulate in patients with advanced cancer and actively contribute to the resistance to immunotherapeutic agents [6] [7] [8] .
Abnormal granulocytopoiesis and accumulation of suppressor cells in the peripheral lymphoid organs because of the tumor's influence was first reported in the late 1970s [9, 10] . Recently, those suppressor cells have been the subject of extensive research and were named MDSCs in 2007 to reflect their origin and their inherent ability to suppress T cell function [11] . Although initial studies of MDSCs describe their role in cancer, recent research has highlighted the immune regulatory functions of these cells in various disease settings, including chronic inflammation, viral infections, and autoimmune diseases [12] [13] [14] . MDSCs are reported to expand during pregnancy, and they participate in maintaining the maternofetal tolerance [15] . These cells are also known to expand with aging [16] . In cancer-bearing hosts, MDSCs accumulate in peripheral blood, lymphoid tissues, and draining tumor sites [17] . MDSCs suppress T cell activation and cytotoxicity, induce the differentiation and expansion of T regs , and inhibit NK cell activation [18] . MDSCs also participate in an array of nonimmunologic functions, such as promotion of angiogenesis and tumor metastases [19, 20] . 1 [25] , and prostate cancer [26] , among others. Despite evidence pointing toward the superior immunesuppressive activity of tumor-infiltrating MDSCs in murine tumor models [27] , human studies of MDSCs have predominantly focused on peripheral blood (purified from the mononuclear fraction after Ficoll-gradient centrifugation). The accumulation of MDSCs in the peripheral blood correlates with tumor burden, stage, and grade in multiple cancers. For example, among patients with stage IV solid tumors, those with extensive metastatic tumor burden have the highest percentage and absolute numbers of MDSCs [28] .
In this review, we discuss the phenotypic and functional heterogeneity of murine and human MDSCs as well as therapeutic strategies that target MDSC development, suppressive activity, and differentiation and that aid in overcoming resistance to immunotherapies in cancer.
PHENOTYPIC HETEROGENEITY OF MDSCS

Phenotypic markers on murine MDSCs
Mouse MDSCs are characterized by expression of Gr-1 and CD11b. Those cells are further subdivided into two major groups: CD11b + Ly6G + Ly6C low granulocytic or PMN-MDSC (also identified as CD11b + Gr-1 high MDSC), and CD11b + Ly6G 2 Ly6C + MDSC monocytic MDSC (M-MDSCs, also identified as CD11b + Gr-1 low ) [29] . Recently, murine MDSCs have been further subdivided into 5 different classes based on their relative expression of CD11b and Gr-1 [30] . In a naive mouse, CD11b + Gr-1 + MDSCs represent 224% of all nucleated splenocytes but can increase dramatically up to 50% in tumor-bearing mice [29, 31] . These cells are a mixture of immature myeloid cells, immature granulocytes, monocyte-Mfs, DCs, and myeloid progenitor cells [6] .
Phenotypic markers on human MDSCs
In contrast to the well-defined, murine MDSCs, human MDSCs are inadequately characterized. The phenotypic and morphologic overlap between human monocytic and granulocytic MDSCs generates confusion in delineating their roles in human disease. An international consortium of 23 laboratories immunophenotyped putative MDSC subsets in PBMCs obtained from healthy donors to define marker combinations for the identification of circulating MDSCs. Results from that study revealed very high interlaboratory variance for all MDSC subsets, especially for the granulocytic subsets, and the main variable was the gating strategy. Based on those findings, it was proposed that further efforts were required to harmonize marker combinations and gating parameters for robust enumeration of MDSC subsets [32] . A very recent report, jointly assembled by several researchers, has recommended specific gating strategies for harmonized phenotyping of human MDSCs by flow cytometry (discussed in detail in Bronte et al. [33] 
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+ PMN-MDSCs and nonsuppressive granulocytic cells because both cell types are sometimes present in the lowdensity fraction. Consequently, an important future step in the human MDSC field is to identify cell-surface markers that will uniquely identify these cells. Thus far, the most reliable marker for human MDSCs remains their suppressor function, which can be either direct or indirect, i.e., through the induction of T regs . In tumor-bearing mice, PMN-MDSCs suppress T cell functions and have distinct functional properties, including higher ARG1 activity, higher ROS, and lower phagocytic potential [36] . Meanwhile, in a study of acute inflammation in humans, Koenderman et al. [37] and Leliefeld et al. [38] have identified a unique subset of mature, human neutrophils (CD11c   hi   /CD62L   lo   /  CD11b hi /CD16 hi ) capable of suppressing human T cell proliferation. These circulating myeloid cells were systemically induced in response to acute inflammation caused by endotoxin challenge or by severe injury. Local release of H 2 O 2 from the neutrophils into the immunologic synapse between the neutrophils and T cells mediated the suppression of T cell proliferation and was dependent on the expression of the integrin Mac-1 (aMb2) and ROS/H 2 O 2 in the neutrophils. In addition, in patients with cancer, PMN-MDSCs and suppressive neutrophils are isolated from the peripheral blood [39, 40] . Although the distinction between neutrophils and PMN-MDSCs is not clear, the role of these cells in modulating the tumor-induced immune responses is now an accepted paradigm [35, 41] .
M-MDSCs differ from the normal monocytes in healthy individuals in their ability to suppress T cell function, which is mediated by ARG1, NO, and other soluble factors (discussed below) [42] , and exhibit low expression of S100A9, and those markers can be used to discriminate between TAMs and tumor M-MDSCs. S100 calcium-binding protein A8 S100A8 and S100A9 belong to the family of S100 calcium-binding proteins that have been reported to have an important role in inflammation [43] . S100A9 has recently been reported to be essential for MDSC accumulation in tumor-bearing hosts [44] . S100A9 inhibits DC differentiation by up-regulation of ROS and has been identified as a marker for human M-MDSCs [45, 46] .
FUNCTIONAL HETEROGENEITY OF MDSCS
Functional properties of murine MDSCs
The mechanisms underlying the suppressive activity of MDSCs are numerous, encompassing those that require direct cell-cell contact and others that are indirectly mediated by modification of the microenvironment. The functional properties of MDSCs in tumor-bearing hosts have been extensively described in recent reviews [42, 47] and are summarized here in Fig. 1 [23, 51] ; and 5) increase nitrosylation of CD8 and chemokine C-C or C-X-C motif ligands and receptors that affect T cell and MDSC migration, respectively [47, 52] .
An important functional property of murine MDSCs is their inherent ability to promote tumor angiogenesis via the secretion of soluble factors, such as matrix metallopeptidase 9 and VEGF [20, 53] . MDSCs are capable of acquiring proangiogenic activity after homing into the tumor microenvironment or when exposed to tumor-conditioned medium ex vivo [20, 54] . Additionally, a subset of MDSCs expressing CD11b, Gr-1, CD115, and F4/80, isolated from the bone marrow and spleens of tumor-bearing mice, can induce the development of Foxp3 + T regs in vivo via an IFN-g and IL-10-dependent mechanism [55] .
In vitro, MDSCs inhibit T cell activation induced by either Ags or polyclonal stimuli through an MHC-independent mechanism requiring cell-cell contact. Although Ag presentation to the T cells by MDSCs is not required for their in vitro suppressive activity, MDSCs can take up and cross-present tumor-associated Ags in the context of MHC class I in vivo [56] . The MDSCdependent induction of tumor Ag-specific CD8 + T cell dysfunction leads to selective impairment of tumor-specific immunity, indicating that MHC-dependent responses are relevant in vivo. In this context, there are limitations when analyzing the conflicting results of MDSC-dependent suppression of T cells. The in vitro assays evaluating the inhibitory function of MDSCs do not always accurately emulate the in vivo scenario, so in different studies, there might be variations based on both the type of stimuli and the source of T cells. For example, in vitro assays wherein the T cells are exposed to nonphysiologic numbers of MDSCs, the mechanisms governing suppression can differ from those assays where the ratio of MDSCs to T cells is the same as found in vivo (e.g., in a tumor-bearing mouse spleen). In contrast to the in vitro assays, the ability of MDSCs to induce tolerance in tumor Ag-specific CD8 + T cells in vivo has been proven reproducibly, although many of these studies are based on the use of Abs that deplete Gr-1 + cells [27, 56, 57] . As such, results from murine experiments with myeloid cell-depleting Abs should Figure 1 . Overview of MDSC immunosuppressive mechanisms. Under steady-state conditions, hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) located in the bone marrow give rise to common myeloid precursors (CMPs), which then differentiate into mature myeloid cells. During tumor progression, CMPs give rise to MDSCs, which subsequently accumulate in blood and in lymphoid organs, such as the spleen. Immunosuppressive MDSCs suppress the immune system by distinct mechanisms, including induction of T reg proliferation; production of high levels of ARG1 that depletes T cells of L-arginine; production of high levels of ROS and nitrogen species (RNS; peroxynitrate) that lead to nitration and nitrosylation of TCR, CD8, and chemokine C(X)CRs receptors; promotion of angiogenesis; and blockade of the migration of naive CD62L + T cells to lymphoid organs, which results in diminished expansion of effector T cells ADAM17, ADAM disintegrin, and metallopeptidase domain 17 and S100A8 and S100A9-S100 calcium-binding proteins.
be interpreted with caution because the Abs can affect cells other than MDSCs. Currently, agents specifically targeting MDSCs are not readily available; the development of such agents may result in new approaches to stimulate cancer immunity, overcome innate and/or acquired resistance to ICIs, and improve clinical outcomes.
Functional properties of human MDSCs
The molecular mechanisms governing the immune-regulatory role of human-tumor infiltration and circulating myeloid cells are largely unexplored. Human MDSCs in some cancers have elevated arginase activity, which is associated with a decreased CD3 z-chain expression on T cells [58, 59] . In patients with head and neck, lung, and bladder cancers, MDSCs impair the migratory properties of activated T cells [52] . Depletion of L-arginine and L-cysteine increased NO, superoxide, peroxynitrates, and secretion of a variety of cytokines/soluble factors, such as IL-6, IL-10, and TGF-b, and mediated human MDSC T cellsuppressive function [60] .
REGULATORS OF MDSCS
Transcription factors and regulators that modulate murine and human MDSC suppressive activity A large array of proinflammatory factors is involved in promoting the suppressive function of both human and murine MDSCs (reviewed in Finke et al. [60] and summarized in Fig. 2 ). TLR ligands IL-1b or TNF-a increase the suppressive activity of murine MDSCs by activating the NF-kB/MyD88-mediated pathway in those cells [61] [62] [63] . MyD88-deficient murine MDSCs lack suppressive abilities and even acquire an immunostimulatory functional activity [64] . More recently, studies have challenged the involvement of TLR-mediated signaling in driving the suppressive function of MDSCs and, instead, suggest that TLR signaling negatively regulates the murine MDSC suppressive activity [65, 66] . IL-1b participates in the recruitment and activation of murine MDSC in an NF-kB-dependent manner [67, 68] , and overexpression of IL-1b by tumor cells results in more peroxynitrite-producing murine MDSCs [69] .
STAT3 (activated by IL-6), STAT1 (activated by IFN-g stimulation), and STAT6 [activated by CD124 (IL-4Ra)] are among the transcription factors that regulate the suppressive activity of MDSCs [70] [71] [72] [73] . STAT3 up-regulates the expression of different components of the NADPH complex (p47, gp96, S100A9), which leads to increases in ROS production that, in turn, is associated with the superior suppressive ability of murine PMN-MDSCs [48, 74] . In patients with HNSCC, both tumorinfiltrating and -circulating human MDSC-suppressive activities are associated with activated STAT3-mediated events [75] .
PGE 2 regulates the suppressive function of murine MDSCs by up-regulating ARG1 in MDSCs [76] . COX2/PGE 2 expression correlates with the expression of ARG1 and iNOS in murine tumor-infiltrating leukocytes [77] . Further, the COX2-inhibitor celecoxib blocks both MDSC accumulation and function in mouse models of glioma and mesothelioma [78, 79] . PGE 2 is also involved in the recruitment of MDSCs to the tumor site by inducing expression of CXCL12 [80] . Human monocytic MDSCs from patients with melanoma suppress autologous T cell proliferation via COX2/PGE 2 production. In fact, PGE 2 treatment alone can induce in monocytes the capability to independently suppress proliferation and IFN-g production in autologous T cells ex vivo [81] . As discussed above, it is very apparent that MDSC suppressive function is controlled by a network of transcription factors and regulators (Fig. 2) . Many of those factors are indispensible for the pathologic activation of those cells. However, the precise functional contribution and the potential redundancy among different regulatory factors need to be elucidated. For example, based on the biologic features of M-MDSCs and PMN-MDSCs, the regulatory mechanisms that operate in those subpopulations are likely to be very different. However, most of the current studies are performed with total MDSCs populations and with transplantable murine tumor models. The specifics underlying those regulatory signaling events need to be elucidated, preferably, in clinically relevant settings. Such new data may lead to the development of strategies for targeted disruption of those mechanisms and thus, help to control MDSC-mediated suppression of antitumor immunity.
TARGETING MDSCS TO OVERCOME IMMUNOTHERAPEUTIC RESISTANCE
Immune modulating agents such as ICIs have significantly improved the outcome of patients with late-stage cancers. However, cancer-induced accumulation of immunosuppressive cell types, including MDSCs, TAMs, and T regs counteract that immune reaction. Resistance to anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 concurrent immunotherapy was recently recapitulated in an implantable murine breast-cancer model [82] . Unresponsiveness to anti-CTLA-4/anti-PD-1 was found to coincide with a dramatic accumulation of circulating MDSCs and, importantly, simultaneous elimination of MDSCs by Ab depletion during anti-CTLA-4/anti-PD-1 treatment resulted in nearcomplete eradication of established tumors [82] . In humans, higher percentages (.11%) of circulating CD14 + HLA-DR low/2 M-MDSCs in patients with stage III/IV melanoma significantly and independently predicted patients' risk of death [83] . Several other studies have reported similar trends of MDSC accumulation in human patients with cancer [21, 51]; it is now becoming increasingly evident that MDSCs may be centrally implicated in dictating resistance to ICIs and that therapeutic targeting of those effector cells could improve response rates and survival of patients with cancer [84] [85] [86] . This section provides an overview of the mono-or multitherapeutic strategies that are currently being developed to target MDSCs ( Table 1) . Also described are the novel mediators identified by our groups that participate in maintaining the suppressive function of MDSCs and the promising new directions of targeting those functional mediators as a means of reducing MDSC activity, differentiation, and immunotherapeutic resistance (Table 1) .
STRATEGIES THAT TARGET MDSC EXPANSION
MDSCs increase in abundance under the stress of pathologic conditions, such as in inflammation and cancer. In the case of cancer, tumor-derived growth factors cause alterations in cytokine homeostasis, and consequently, IMCs are blocked en route during differentiation from hematopoietic stem cells to mature granulocytes, Mfs, or DCs. This cell-fate specification blockage results in accumulation of IMCs [44] . A 2-phase model proposed by Condamine and Gabrilovich [61] describes the development of MDSCs. The first phase includes the expansion of IMCs associated with inhibition of their terminal differentiation, and the second activation phase involves converting IMCs to MDSCs. Although the factors that govern these two processes overlap significantly, the first phase is mostly driven by tumorderived growth factors (e.g., GM-CSF, G-CSF), whereas the second phase (IMCs to MDSCs) is driven by proinflammatory cytokines produced by tumor stroma (e.g., IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a) [87] .
Tyrosine kinase inhibitors
Proinflammatory cytokines secreted by tumors predominantly signal through the cellular tyrosine kinases. For example, IL-6-mediated STAT3 activation stimulates expression of proliferative genes in IMCs and promotes their subsequent development to MDSCs. Therefore, compounds that block STAT3 activation are currently being investigated as potential MDSC-targeting agents [88, 89] . Sunitinib (Pfizer, New York, NY, USA), a broadspectrum tyrosine kinase inhibitor, has been tested for its selective MDSC development blocking potential. Treatment with Sunitinib inhibits c-Kit and VEGF receptor activity; these 2 receptors are involved in development of MDSCs toward an immunosuppressive phenotype [90, 91] . For patients with mRCC, sunitinib treatment has been shown to cause a 50% reduction in circulating MDSCs. In addition, sunitinib treatment resulted in diminished T reg levels with concurrent improvement in CD8 + T cell-mediated effector responses in those patients [92] . Despite these effects, sunitinib monotherapy did not enhance overall survival rates in the treated patients with mRCC 
Bisphosphonates
An alternative MDSC-targeting strategy is to block the mobilization of the MDSCs formed in the bone marrow into circulation. Recently, bisphosphonates have been shown to diminish MDSC mobilization from the bone marrow. Bisphosphonates (e.g., zoledronic acid; Novartis Pharmaceuticals, Whippany, NJ, USA), currently used in the clinic to prevent loss of bone mass in patients with bone metastases, affect processes involved in the posttranslational modification of MMPs, such as MMP9 [94] . These drugs also interfere with c-Kit cleavage [94] . Both of these processes contribute toward diminishing MDSC mobility and in vivo tumor growth [95] . The MDSC-targeting and antitumor efficacy of these agents have not yet been widely investigated in clinical trials, and more studies are warranted.
Peptibodies
Recently, peptide-Fc fusion proteins, named peptibodies, were developed to target the MDSCs in vivo. Peptibodies, engineered to express fusion sequences encoding mouse MDSC-binding peptides and IgG2b Fc portion, are reported to exhibit enhanced in vivo, Ab-dependent, cell-mediated cytotoxicity and deplete blood, splenic, and intratumoral MDSCs [96] . Importantly, peptibody administration depleted both monocytic and PMNMDSCs in vivo in mouse tumor models [96] . The mode of action of these peptibodies is predicted to be via modulating the S100 proteins expressed on the MDSCs; however, more studies are needed to elucidate their exact mechanism of action.
Chemotherapeutic drugs
Anticancer drugs, such as gemcitabine and 5-FU, are known to deplete MDSCs in vivo. Gemcitabine is a nucleoside analog that lowers MDSC levels in the spleen and, thus, can be combined with immunotherapies to enhance their antitumor activity [97, 98] . Mechanistically, gemcitabine induces MDSC cell death through apoptosis and necrosis [101] . The pyrimidine analog 5-FU is a cytostatic drug with potent, in vivo MDSC cytotoxicity [99] . However, one disadvantage of this treatment paradigm is the 5-FU-mediated induction of Nlrp3 inflammasome, which promotes MDSC-derived IL-1b secretion and angiogenesis [99, 100] . Paclitaxel, at ultralow doses, inhibits the immunosuppressive activity of tumor-associated MDSCs in tumor-bearing mice models by modulating p38 MAPK and S100A9 signaling [101] . Targeting MDSC-mediated immunosuppression in the tumor microenvironment by ultralow, noncytotoxic doses of paclitaxel represents an efficient therapeutic approach to boost antitumor immune responses in tumor-bearing hosts.
BRAF inhibitors
Selective small inhibitors of mutant BRAF V600E , such as vemurafenib (Genentech Oncology, Roche, Nutley, New Jersey) and dabrafenib (GlaxoSmithKline, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA) (BRAF inhibitors) can induce strong, although transient, reductions in the metastatic tumor burden in patients with melanoma by blocking the oncogenic signaling pathways within malignant cells [102] . The analysis of MDSC frequencies in the peripheral blood of patients with melanoma under vemurafenib therapy revealed that M-MDSC and PMN-MDSC percentages declined significantly over time in patients responding to the therapy [103, 104] . Thus, by neutralizing circulating, immunosuppressive MDSCs, selective BRAF inhibitors allowed Ag-specific CD8 + T cells to efficiently target autologous tumor cells. Those observations open up the possibility of combining vemurafenib with other immunotherapeutic agents for the induction of longlasting tumor regression. In fact, a phase I clinical trial testing vemurafenib in combination with IPI was initiated; however, that trial had to be discontinued because of severe liver toxicity [105] . Thus, although preclinical data suggest that novel chemo-plus immunotherapeutic approaches can be beneficial to patients with cancer, the safety and efficacy of such unique combinatorial regimens have to be carefully assessed for immune-related adverse events in well-designed clinical trials.
STRATEGIES THAT TARGET MDSC TRAFFICKING
Despite the dose-dependent, MDSC-depleting capability of the above-mentioned chemotherapeutic drugs, a reduction in the percentage of MDSCs does not necessarily decrease their immunosuppressive function in tumors. Newer approaches combining chemotherapeutic or immunotherapeutic drugs with agents that affect MDSC trafficking or functionality may lead to more-robust treatment outcomes for patients with cancer.
CXCR2 antagonists
Currently, agents that inhibit MDSC trafficking to the tumor microenvironment are being developed as potential anticancer therapeutics (reviewed in Di Mitri et al. [106] and Umansky et al. [107] ). Among these agents are the chemokine receptor CXCR2 antagonists that have been validated in various preclinical cancer models as potential inhibitors of MDSC recruitment [108] . Patients with prostate cancer and higher intratumoral CD33 + myeloid cells relapse after docetaxel (Sanofi-Aventis, Bridgewater, NJ, USA) treatment, suggesting that MDSCs contribute to chemoresistance in human prostate cancer. In a murine model of prostate cancer, paracrine signaling by tumor-infiltrating CD11b + Gr-1 + myeloid cells triggered senescence evasion in prostate lesions of Pten-null mice, eventually promoting tumor progression [108] . In that study, administration of an antagonist for the chemokine receptor CXCR2, in combination with the chemotherapeutic agent docetaxel, blocked tumor growth and potentiated the efficacy of chemotherapy-induced senescence [108] . Using a prostate adenocarcinoma mouse model driven by loss of Pten and Smad4 genes, Wang et al. [109] identified CXCL5 as a cancer-secreted chemokine that recruits CXCR2-expressing MDSCs into the tumor microenvironment. Dual deletion of Pten and Smad4 genes in mouse prostate resulted in a rapid progression of prostate cancer and massive infiltration of PNMMDSCs into the tumors [109] . Mechanistically, up-regulation of CXCL5 in the cancer cells is dependent of the Hippo-YAP signaling pathway [109] . Thus, pharmacologic inhibition of CXCR2 is an attractive strategy to block YAP-1-CXCL5-mediated MDSCs recruitment and tumor progression.
Targeting tumor-secreted growth factors
Another novel approach to block the recruitment and function of MDSCs in tumors is to use agents that can reprogram the tumor secretome. Recently, a JAK2 inhibitor was effective in altering the tumor secretome, thereby, decreasing the levels of myeloid-recruiting cytokines released by the tumors, which ultimately reduced the percentage of tumor-infiltrating MDSCs and potentiated the antitumor immunity in a mouse model of prostate cancer [110] . Bindarit is an anti-inflammatory indazolic derivative that can inhibit the synthesis of MCP-1/CCL2. In vivo, Bindarit treatment significantly decreases the infiltration of MDSCs in murine primary breast and prostate cancer [111] .
Mf-CSF or CSF1 is a growth factor that promotes the migration of monocyte-Mfs via signaling through its receptor tyrosine kinase CSF1R (cFMS) [112, 113] . MDSCs have been shown to rely on the CSF1/CSF1R signaling axis for their recruitment into the tumors, especially in response to irradiation [114] . Radiation therapy, in a prostate cancer mouse model, augments the CSF1/CSF1R signaling, and that heightened CSF1 has a crucial role in the systemic recruitment of protumorigenic myeloid cells to the irradiated tumors [115] . Hence, the blockade of CSF1/CSF1R signaling-mediated MDSC recruitment in combination with local irradiation and/or immunotherapy can be a durable therapeutic strategy to overcome tumor progression in various solid tumors.
STRATEGIES THAT TARGET MDSC SUPPRESSIVE ACTIVITY AND DIFFERENTIATION
Therapeutic strategies that counteract the suppressive activity of MDSCs, as well as those that promote their differentiation, have been previously reviewed [46, [116] [117] [118] and are discussed below.
Oligodeoxynucleotides
CpG ODN and drugs such as nitroaspirin (NicOx, Valbonne, France) and N-acetyl cysteine modulate ARG1 and iNOS production, which are the central mediators of MDSC suppressive activity [119] [120] [121] . dODNs, which comprise STAT3-specific DNA sequences are competitive inhibitors of STAT3 transcriptional activity [122] . STAT3 dODN linked to the TLR9 ligand cytosine guanine dinucleotide (CpG-STAT3 dODN) is specifically internalized by TLR9-expressing myeloid cells. Once internalized, the CpG-STAT3 dODN conjugates quickly bind and sequester cytoplasmic STAT3, thereby inhibiting downstream gene expression in target cells [122] . Therefore, use of CpG-STAT3 dODN can be an effective therapeutic strategy to inhibit STAT3 in MDSCs and thereby limit their T cell-immunosuppressive potential. A very recent review [123] summarizes the current preclinical data on CpG-STAT3 inhibitors and discusses the advantages of using TLR9-targeted delivery of oligonucleotide-based anticancer therapeutics to specifically target myeloid cell function in cancer-bearing hosts.
Synthetic triterpenoids
Drugs such as bardoxolone methyl inhibit MDSC-mediated ROS production via induction of antioxidant genes as well as via inhibition of STAT3 [124, 125] . A Phase I clinical trial with pancreatic patients with cancer receiving bardoxolone methyl in combination with gemcitabine showed promising outcome with enhanced T cell responses (clinical trial RTA 402-C-0702).
Targeting tumor-derived exosomes
Chalmin et al. [126] isolated exosomes from murine tumor cell lines and showed that an interaction between exosome membrane-associated heat shock protein 72 and MDSCs modulates the suppressive activity of the MDSCs via activation of Stat3. Exosome-mediated induction of Stat3 activation and promotion of MDSC-suppressive function occurs in a TLR2/ MyD88-dependent manner through autocrine production of IL-6. Targeting exosome production in vivo using dimethyl amiloride, a drug used to treat high blood pressure, blunts the suppressive activity of MDSCs and enhances the efficacy of cyclophosphamide treatment in mice bearing CT26, TS/A, or EL4 tumors [126] . In addition, MDSCs from patients treated with amiloride for metastatic colorectal carcinoma exhibit reduced T cell-suppressive activity [126] . In patients with MDS, CD33 + MDSCs in the bone marrow microenvironment mediates hematopoietic suppressive function in a S100A9-dependent manner. Recently, a fully humanized, Fcengineered mAb against CD33, BI 836858 (Boehringer Ingelheim, Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany), was developed and tested for its efficacy to suppress the CD33-mediated signal transduction [127] . The results indicated that BI 836858 depleted MDSCs by Ab-dependent, cell-mediated cytotoxicity [127] . One of the downstream effects of the CD33 pathway activation was the increase in ROS-induced genomic instability; BI 836858 is effective in blocking the CD33-mediated signaling events, consequently reducing the ROS levels as well as the levels of double-strand breaks and adducts [127] . This work provides the rationale for developing novel MDSC-targeting therapies for patients with MDS with the ultimate goal of improving hematopoiesis in these patients.
Anti-CD33 Abs
Phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitors
Drugs such as sildenafil and tadalafil also attenuate the suppressive activity of MDSCs by regulating the expression of ARG1 and iNOS in these cells [128] . Currently, a phase II clinical trial is ongoing in which patients with HNSCC are treated with tadalafil in combination with the conventional HNSCC therapy (clinical trial NCT01697800).
COX2/PGE 2 and MIF inhibitors
Celecoxib is a well-characterized COX2/PGE 2 inhibitor that regulates ARG1 expression in MDSCs and potentiates DC-based immunotherapy [46] . More recently, our group reported that circulating MDSCs isolated from patients with late-stage melanoma were reliant upon Mf MIF for suppression of Agindependent T cell activation, which is at least partly due to reductions in COX2/PGE 2 expression in MDSCs [129] . MIF is one of the oldest cytokine activities described and has been implicated as a tumor cell-and stromal cell-derived mediator of stromal cell recruitment, polarization, and differentiation. M-MDSCs and PMN-MDSCs isolated from melanoma-bearing, MIF-deficient mice were substantially less immunosuppressive than those isolated from MIF wild-type mice, and those reductions corresponded to reduced primary and metastatic melanoma tumor burden [130] . Importantly, 4-IPP (a small molecule MIF tautomerase inhibitor) phenocopies MIF deficiency in vitro and in vivo and significantly attenuates MDSC immunosuppression and corresponding primary/metastatic tumor burden [130] . Additionally, MIF-deficient, in vitro, differentiated, bone marrow-derived MDSCs possess reduced immunosuppressive activity [129] . In an implantable mouse metastatic breast-cancer model, tumors derived from MIF short hairpin RNA-expressing 4T1 cells contained fewer M-MDSCs than control tumors had [131] , and reconstitution of MIF expression restored MDSC tumor infiltration and increased the metastatic potential of the tumors [131] .
In melanoma, circulating M-MDSCs expressing myeloid markers are quantitatively predominant in comparison to PMN-MDSCs [132] . In an attempt to assess whether MIF participates in human melanoma-induced MDSC immune suppression and/or differentiation, we studied the effects of MIF inhibition in circulating M-MDSCs, a population that is significantly expanded in the periphery in all patients with advanced melanoma [21] . Our findings indicate that smallmolecule MIF inhibitors dramatically attenuate the suppressive properties of circulating CD14 + HLADR low/2 M-MDSCs isolated from patients with late-stage metastatic melanoma, confirming MIF as a critical mediator of MDSC-dependent immune suppression (Fig. 3) [129] .
In patients with head and neck, lung, or breast cancer, increased accumulation of MDSCs is associated with fewer DCs in their peripheral blood [133] . MDSCs isolated from patients with HLA-A2 + cancer inhibit production of IFN-g by CD8 + T cells that were restimulated with tumor-antigenic, peptidepulsed DCs [134] . Stimulation of MDSCs to differentiate into mature myeloid cells (e.g., DCs) without immunosuppressive properties can lead to increased antitumor immunity and negate MDSC-mediated therapeutic resistance. Thus, a promising, clinically relevant strategy to reduce the proportion of MDSCs in tumor-bearing hosts may be the use of agents that promote the differentiation of MDSCs into immune stimulatory DCs. Our recent studies demonstrate that inhibition of MIF with 4-IPP during short-term ex vivo culture of M-MDSCs from patients with melanoma induces an MDSC → DC-like differentiation resulting in reduced CD14 expression and increases in CD80, CD83, CD86, and CD40 expression [129] . MIF-mediated MDSC → DC differentiation is due to reductions in COX2-PGE 2 signaling in MDSCs. Importantly, MIF-inhibited MDSCs functionally promote Agspecific T cell activation suggesting that MIF inhibition in patients with late-stage melanoma may simultaneously attenuate the immunosuppressive functionality of MDSCs and increase the numbers and immunostimulatory activities of tumor Ag-presenting DCs (Fig. 3 ) [129] . We hypothesized that intrinsic resistance to ICIs (e.g., CTLA-4 and/or PD-1) can be overcome by targeting MIF-dependent MDSC suppressive activity (Fig. 3) . Coadministration of anti-CTLA-4 and 4-IPP significantly reduced tumor burden and increased survival in a model of anti-CTLA-4-resistant B16-F10-bearing mice (unpublished results [135] ). These initial studies using human melanoma MDSC models lend strong support to the rationale that therapeutic inhibition of MIF in MDSCs represents a clinically viable approach to enhancing antitumor T cell immunity. Our future work will address whether MIF antagonists can be used therapeutically to eliminate MDSCs in patients with cancer and whether MIF inhibition can be used to effectively induce differentiation of MDSCs into DCs with concomitant improvement in myeloid/lymphoid DC ratio, DC function, and Ag-specific, T cell-mediated immune responses in patients with late-stage cancer. 
Retinoic acid
Ligands of the retinoic acid receptors (retinoid X receptor) are among the compounds that have been shown to stimulate differentiation of myeloid progenitors into DCs [136, 137] . In vivo, parenteral or oral administration of ATRA significantly reduces the presence of MDSCs because of the rapid stimulation of MDSC differentiation to DCs and Mfs in vitro and in vivo [138] . A reduction in the number of Lin 2 HLA-DR 2 CD33 + cells, accompanied by an improvement of tetanus toxoid-specific T cell response, was observed in patients with mRCC treated with ATRA [139] . Furthermore, ATRA activated the ERK1/2 kinase pathway, leading to up-regulation of the ROS scavenger glutathione and, thereby, reducing ROS levels in MDSCs [140] . However, ATRA has been reported to induce the development of T regs by upregulating expression of Foxp3 in the CD4 + T cells [141] . Another combinatorial strategy to promote a potent antitumor response is coadministration of T reg -depleting agents, e.g., anti-CTLA-4 and agents that promote MDSC differentiation.
1a,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3
Vitamin D3 has been shown to induce monocytic maturation in several leukemic cell lines [142] . Although some studies claim a direct myeloid cell differentiation potential of vitamin D3, others have suggested that the antitumor effects of vitamin D3 are indirect, i.e., via modulation of tumor-derived growth factors [87] . In patients with NSCLC, vitamin D3 has been shown to induce differentiation of suppressive CD34
+ myeloid progenitors to DC [143] . Immunohistochemistry analysis of tumors from patients with NSCLC treated with vitamin D3 for 3 wk before surgery revealed reduced infiltration of intratumoral CD34 + cells and immature DC-SIGN + DC and increased numbers of intratumoral DC-LAMP + mature DC [143] . In a follow-up clinical study initiated with 32 newly diagnosed patients with NSCLC, tumors from the vitamin D3-treated patients showed a significant increase in the levels of intratumoral CD4 + and CD8 + T lymphocytes as well as cells expression of the activation markers CD69 [144] . In patients with HNSCC, vitamin D3 treatment was reported to differentially modulate the cytokine milieu in the plasma and tumor tissue. In patients with NSCLC, vitamin D3 treatment increased the levels of IL-6, IL-10, IL-2, IFN-g, and TNF-a in the tumor tissue and increased the levels of IL-8, VEGF, IL-1a, and IL-1b in the plasma [145] . Additional studies are required to assess whether the differential changes to the cytokine milieu have a role in vitamin D3-induced MDSC to mature DC differentiation.
WGPs
Recent studies have been shown to induce differentiation of MMDSCs into cells with a DC-like (F4/80 + CD11c + ) phenotype [146] . WGPs, which are microparticles of 1,3-b-glucan extracted from the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, have been shown to activate immune cells through the stimulation of C-type lectin receptor dectin-1 [147, 148] . Oral treatment of lung tumor-bearing mice with WGPs significantly reduced the percentage of MDSCs and increased the percentages of Mf, DC, and antitumor effector CD8 + T cells in vivo, accompanied by a significant reduced tumor burden [146] . A recent report showed that particulate b-glucan induced a cytotoxic phenotype and subsequent apoptosis in PMN-MDSC and converted M-MDSC to potent APCs that crosspresent Ags to prime, OVA-specific CD8 + T cells [149] . In addition, patients with NSCLC treated with particulate b-glucan for 2 wk had a decreased accumulation of circulating CD14 2 HLA-DR 2 CD11b + CD33 + MDSCs in their peripheral blood as compared with the MDSC frequency that was observed pretreatment [149] .
VSSPs
VSSPs are nanoparticulated adjuvants based on the combination of outer-membrane vesicles from Neisseria meningitidis and GM3 gangliosides; these VSSPs have the capability of promoting DC maturation and enhancing CD8 + T cell effector function [150] [151] [152] . Treatment of tumor-bearing mice with VSSPs induced the accumulation of splenic MDSCs with lower immunosuppressive potential against allogeneic and Ag-specific CTL responses [153] . VSSP treatment also induced the differentiation of MDSCs into mature APCs in tumor-bearing mice [153] . Furthermore, when VSSP was given as an adjuvant, together with a tumor-associated Ag (either OVA or GM3), a significant decrease in EG.7 and MCA203 tumor growth was observed, confirming the adjuvant activity of VSSP in boosting the antitumor efficacy of several vaccine candidates [153] . Based on these results, VSSPs can be used as an effective cancer vaccine adjuvant that is able to target tumor-induced immunosuppression and stimulate a potent CD8 + -mediated effector response against tumor Ags.
Inhibitors of glucose metabolism
The importance of a hypoxic tumor microenvironment in dictating the differentiation and functional properties of tumorinfiltrating MDSCs has recently been established [154] . In particular, the transcription factor HIF-1a was found to drive MDSC differentiation. Functionally, HIF-1a in MDSC promotes T lymphocyte immune suppression via ARG1 and iNOS transcription [154] . An additional key transcriptional target of HIF-1a is PFKFB3, which synthesizes fructose 2,6-bisphosphate, a potent allosteric activator of the rate-limiting step of glycolysis, PFK-1 [155, 156] . We have recently found that, in murine and human melanoma MDSC-induction models, M-MDSCs, but not PMN-MDSCs, express markedly increased PFKFB3, and our initial results indicate that those cells may be especially dependent on high PFKFB3 expression for their differentiation and immunosuppressive functions (unpublished observations).
In the past decade, targeting the energy metabolism pathways of immune cells has garnered interest because of its potential to uncover unique and global therapeutic targets. Our group has developed a novel PFKFB3 inhibitor, (E)-1-(pyridyn-4-yl)-3-(7-(trifluoromethyl)quinolin-2-yl)-prop-2-en-1-one (PFK-158) [157, 158] , which is currently being tested in a phase 1 trial at 4 institutions (clinical trial NCT02044861). In recent studies, we have found that PFKFB3 inhibition with PFK-158 attenuates the suppressive function of circulating CD14 + HLA-DR low/2 M-MDSCs in chemotherapy-naive patients with stage III/IV melanoma, which is partly due to the PFK-158-mediated modulation of the metabolic programming and ARG1 levels. Another factor that complicates the therapeutic targeting of MDSCs is the redundancy of the regulatory mechanisms. Blockade of a specific immunosuppressive mechanism may be compensated by activation of the other existing signaling mechanisms, and the net result may be a suboptimal recovery of T cell function. We believe that combining immunecheckpoint inhibitors or cancer vaccination with strategies that target novel, functional mediators of MDSCs that interfere with tumor-induced immune suppression more globally will provide substantial therapeutic benefit for the treatment of cancer. 
